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Abstract
It is shown that every 3-connected claw-free graph having at most 6 − 7 vertices is hamil-
tonian, where  is the minimum degree. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
All graphs considered here are simple. A graph is called claw-free if it has no
induced subgraph isomophic to K1;3. If K and L are subsets of V (G) or subgraphs of
G, NK (L) denotes the set of vertices in K adjacent to some vertex in L. For a subset S
of V (G) and a subgraph H of G; G[S] and G−H are the subgraphs of G induced by
S and V (G) − V (H), respectively. For a cycle C on which we de:ne an orientation,
and any two vertices x; y on C; C[x; y] denotes the set of vertices on C from x to
y, including x and y, according to the orientation, and ;C[x; y] the set of vertices on
C from x to y in the opposite orientation. For any vertex x on C, x+(x−) denotes
the successor (predecessor) of x according to the orientation. For a set A of vertices
on C, we extend the notation in an obvious way to A+ and A−. For S =C[a; b], we
denote C[a+; b−] by S0 (or C0[a; b]) and stipulate that C0[a; b] = ∅ if b= a or a+.
Other notation and terminology not de:ned here can be found in [1].
There have been many papers dealing with hamiltonian cycles in claw-free graphs.
We are interested in the following results.
Theorem 1 (Mathews and Summer [7]). If G is a 2-connected claw-free graph of or-
der n such that ¿ (n− 2)=3; then G is hamiltonian.
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Theorem 2 (Liu and Win [5]). If G is a 2-connected claw-free -regular graph of
order n such that ¿ (n− 1)=4; then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 3 (Mathews [6]). If G is a 3-connected claw-free graph on fewer than 20
vertices; then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 4 (Zhang [9]). Let G be a k-connected claw-free graph of order n such that
k¿ 2 and
∑
v∈I
d(v)¿ n− k
for any independent set I of k + 1 vertices; then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 5 (Wu et al. [8]). Let G be a 3-connected claw-free graph of order n. If
n6 3 then G is hamiltonian connected.
Theorem 6 (Li [4]). Let G be a 3-connected claw-free graph on n vertices with
n6 5− 5. Then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 7 (Li [3]). Let G be a 3-connected claw-free nonhamiltonian graph, C a
longest cycle of G; and H a component of G−C. If H is not hamiltonian connected;
then |V (C)|¿ 4+ 5:
In this paper, we show that the bound in Theorem 6 can be strengthened to 6− 7.
More precisely, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let G be a 3-connected claw-free graph on n vertices with n6 6 − 7;
then G is hamiltonian.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume that G is a nonhamiltonian 3-connected claw-free graph
of order n6 6 − 7. By Theorem 3, ¿ 5. Let C be a longest cycle with a chosen
orientation and H a component of G − C. Put
h= |V (H)|; A=NC(H)= {x1; : : : ; xr}; Si =C[x+i ; x−i+1];
B= {xi ∈A |NC(xi)\A= {x+i ; x−i }};
where the subscripts of x′i s are to be considered modulo r.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 4 that r ∈{3; 4}: By the maximality of C
and since G is claw-free, A+ and A− are independent sets, and x+i x
−
i ∈E(G) and
G[NC(xi)\A] is complete for all i∈{1; : : : ; r}. In addition, we may assume that the
longest cycle C chosen satis:es that S0i contains as many vertices of
N ({x+i ; x−i+1})\N ((A+ ∪ A−)\{x+i ; x−i })
as possible for i=1; : : : ; r. Then we start with some useful lemmas.
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Lemma 1. If xi ∈B for some integer i∈{1; : : : ; r}, then
(1) N (x−i ) ∪ N (x+i ) ⊆ C;
(2) Both G[N (x−i )\{xi; x+i }] and G[N (x+i )\{xi; x−i }] are complete.
Proof. By the symmetry of x+i and x
−
i , we need only to show that N (x
+
i ) ⊆ C
and G[N (x+i )\{xi; x−i }] is complete. Suppose on the contrary that N (x+i ) * C or
G[N (x+i )\{xi; x−i }] is not complete.
If N (x+i ) * C, by the maximality of C and since G is claw-free, x+i x++i ∈E(G),
which contradicts the hypothesis that xi ∈B.
If G[N (x+i )\{xi; x−i }] is not complete, then there are two distinct vertices u and v
in N (x+i )\{xi; x−i } which are nonadjacent. Since x+i does not centre a claw, either xiu
or xiv is an edge of G, which contradicts again the hypothesis that xi ∈B (note that
u; v 
∈ A).
Lemma 2. If xi ∈B; and; v∈N (x−i )∩C0[x+i ; xi−1] such that v−x−i ; v+x−i 
∈ E(G); then
v+v− ∈E(G); and at least one of A+\{xi−1} is adjacent to v; symmetrically; if xi ∈B;
and; v∈N (x+i ) ∩ C0[xi+1; x−i ] such that v−x+i ; v+x+i 
∈ E(G); then v+v− ∈E(G); and
at least one of A−\{x−i+1} is adjacent to v:
Proof. Assume that xi ∈B and v∈N (x−i )∩C0[x+i ; xi−1] such that v−x−i ; v+x−i 
∈ E(G),
then v+v− ∈E(G) since there is not a claw centred at v. By the maximality of C; v is
not adjacent to any vertex in A−\{x−i }. If v is not adjacent to any vertex in A+\{x+i−1},
by Lemma 1, x−−i v∈E(G), and thus the cycle C[xi; v−]C[v+; x−−i ]vx−i xi violates the
choice of C.
Lemma 3. H is hamiltonian connected.
Proof. Assume that the lemma is not true. By Theorem 7, h6 2 − 12: If H is
not 3-connected, then the minimum vertex cutset S of H has at most 2 vertices.
Since H is claw-free H − S has just two components, say H1 and H2, such that
|NC(Hi)|¿ 1 (i=1; 2) and NC(H1) ∩ NC(H2)= ∅: Let |NC(H1)|= x: Then |NC(H2)|6
4−x, but h¿ (−x−2+1)+(− (4−x)−2+1)+2=2−4, a contradiction. Hence
H is 3-connected. By Theorem 5, h¿ 3(H) + 1¿ 3( − 4) + 1¿ 3 − 11, a
contradiction.
By Lemma 3, for any xi; xj ∈A (i 
= j); if |NH ({xi; xj})|¿ 1, there must be a path,
denoted by xiHxj, passing through all vertices of H , and connecting xi and xj.
By the connectivity of G and since ¿ 5, if r=3 then |NH ({xi; xi+1})|¿ 1 for all
i∈{1; 2; 3}, and h¿ −2. Let r=4. If |NH ({xi; xi+1})|¿ 1 for all i∈{1; 2; 3; 4}, then
h¿ −3; otherwise, let NH ({xi; xi+1})= {u}; then |NC(H\{u})|=2 by the connectivity
of G, and thus we get h¿ − 1¿ 4, by again the connectivity of G, there must be a
match M with |M |=3 between H and C.
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From the argument above and the proof for case r=3, we will see that the case
r=3 is more forbidable than the case r=4. Since the case r=4 is similar and yields
the methods similar to those used in the case r=3, we address only the case r=3.
Lemma 4. (1) |S0i |¿ h¿ − 2; i=1; 2; 3;
(2) If u∈ Si; v∈ Sj (i 
= j) such that uv∈E(G); then |C0[x+i ; u]| + |C0[x+j ; v]|¿ h
and |C0[u; x−i+1]|+ |C0[v; x−j+1]|¿ h;
(3) If u; v∈ Si (u 
= v) are adjacent to two distinct vertices in A; respectively; then
|C0[u; v]|¿ h when u∈C[x+i ; v−]; or |C0[v; u]|¿ h when u∈C[v+; x−i+1];
(4) Let u be the 6rst vertex in Si−1 adjacent to x−i . If xi ∈B and N (x−i ) ∩
C0[x+i ; xi−1] 
= ∅; then |C0[x+i−1; u]|¿ h; symmetrically; let u be the last vertex in Si
adjacent to x+i . If xi ∈B and N (x+i ) ∩ C0[xi+1; x−i ] 
= ∅; then |C0[u; x−i+1]|¿ h.
Proof. Keeping Lemma 3 in mind, we know that (1) holds since G contains the cycle
xix+i ;C[x
−
i ; x
+
i+1]x
−
i+1xi+1Hxi; and (2) holds as G contains the cycles
xix+i ;C[x
−
i ; v]C[u; x
−
j ]x
+
j xjHxi
and
xjx−j C[x
+
j ; v] ;C[u; x
+
j+1]x
−
j+1xj+1Hxj:
As for the proof of statement (3), let us assume that u is adjacent to xj ∈A and v
is adjacent to xk ∈A. Then the statement (3) follows the existence of the cycles
vxkHxju( ;C[u; v]\{xk ; xj}); u∈C[x+i ; v−]
and
vxkHxju(C[u; v]\{xk ; xj}); u∈C[v+; x−i+1]:
We are now going to show the statement (4). Assume that xi ∈B and v∈N (x−i ) ∩
C0[x+i ; xi−1]. If v
+ or v−, say v+, is adjacent to x−i , then by Lemma 1, uv
+ is an
edge of G, and thus G contains the cycle xi−1x+i−1 ;C[x
−
i−1; v
+]C[u; x−i ] ;C[v; xi]Hxi−1;
otherwise, by Lemma 2, v−v+ ∈E(G) and at least one of x+i or x+i+1 is adjacent to v.
For explicitness, we assume without loss of generality that v∈ S0i , then by Lemma 1,
G contains the cycle
xi−1x+i−1 ;C[x
−
i−1; v
+] ;C[v−; x+i ]vC[u; xi]Hxi−1 (vx
+
i ∈E(G));
or the cycle
xi−1x+i−1 ;C[x
−
i−1; x
+
i+1]vC[u; v
−]C[v+; xi+1]Hxi−1 (vx+i+1 ∈E(G));
each case ensures that |C0[x+i−1; u]|¿ h by Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. If xi ∈B; then N (x−i ) ∩ Si = {x+i } or N (x−i ) ∩ Si+1 = ∅; symmetrically;
N (x+i ) ∩ Si−1 = {x−i } or N (x+i ) ∩ Si+1 = ∅.
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Proof. Assume that xi ∈B and that N (x−i ) ∩ Si 
= {x+i } and N (x−i ) ∩ Si+1 
= ∅. We
choose the :rst vertex a′ and last one a in S0i , :rst one b
′ and last one b in Si+1,
and :rst one c in Si−1 adjacent to x−i , respectively. By Lemma 4, we have that
|C0[x+i−1; c]|¿ h; |C0[a; x−i+1]|¿ h; |C0[b; x−i−1]|¿ h; and |C0[x+i ; a′]|+|C0[x+i+1; b′]|¿h
since a′b′ ∈E(G) and by Lemma 4. But then we get n¿ 5h+ |N (x−i )|+ 5¿ 6− 5;
a contradiction.
Lemma 6. N (xi) ∩ Si+1 = ∅; i=1; 2; 3:
Proof. Assume that Lemma 6 is not true, say N (x3) ∩ S1 
= ∅: Let y1 ∈ S1 be adjacent
to x3.
First suppose that at least one of x1 or x2, say x1, is not in B. When N (x1) ∩
(C0[y1; x3]\{x2}) 
= ∅, by Lemma 4, we can get n¿ 6h+10¿ 6− 2; a contradiction.
When x1y1 ∈E(G), by the maximality of C; y−1 x3; y+1 x3 
∈ E(G). Since G is claw-free,
y+1 y
−
1 ; x
−
1 y1 ∈E(G). But then the cycle C[x1; y−1 ]C[y+1 ; x−3 ]C[x+3 ; x−1 ]y1x3Hx1 violates
again the maximality of C. So there is a vertex y2 ∈C0[x3; y1] adjacent to x1.
If y2 ∈ S03 , we consider the vertex y+2 . Since y2x+1 ∈E(G), we can show that
NC(y+2 ) ⊆ C0[x3; y1] by the same justi:cation as to show N (x1)∩ (C0[y1; x3]\{x2})= ∅
(note that y+2 x2 
∈ E(G) by the maximality of C). Choose the :rst vertex a and last one
b in C0[x3; y1] adjacent to y+2 . Assume without loss of generality that b∈C0[x+1 ; y1].
By the maximality of C, we have that |C0[x+3 ; a]|¿ h, and |C0[b; y1]|¿ h since G
contains the cycles
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; x
+
1 ] ;C[x
−
1 ; y
+
2 ]C[a; y2]x1Hx3
and
x3C[y1; x−3 ]C[x
+
3 ; y2]C[x
+
1 ; b]C[y
+
2 ; x1]Hx3;
but then we get n¿ 5h+ |N (y+2 )|+ 7¿ 6− 3; a contradiction.
If y2 ∈C0[x+1 ; y1], we consider the vertex y−2 . Noting that x−1 y2 is an edge of G,
we can get a contradiction by the same method as above.
So far we have shown that x1; x2 ∈B.
Let v′; v be the :rst vertex and last one in S1 adjacent to x3, respectively. If v′= v,
then v−v+ ∈E(G). By the maximality of C, vx+1 and vx−2 are forbidden, and thus the
discussion can be included in Lemma 7 since the cycle C[x3; v−]C[v+; x−3 ]vx3 has the
same property as C. So we may assume that v 
= v′.
If N (x−1 ) ∩ S01 
= ∅; then N (x−1 ) ∩ S2 = ∅ by Lemma 5. Furthermore, we claim that
N (x−1 )∩C[v′; x2]= ∅. In fact, assume that there is a vertex w in C[v′; x2] adjacent to x−1 .
When w 
= v′, we have that |C0[v′; w]|¿ h since G contains the cycle C[x1; v′] ;C[x−3 ; w]
;C[x−1 ; x3]Hx1, and by Lemma 4, |C0[x+1 ; v′]|¿ h and |C0[w; x−2 ]|¿ h, but then n¿ 6h+
11¿ 6− 1; a contradiction. When w= v′, since v′ does not centre a claw and by the
choice of v′, either v′−v′+ or x3v′+ is in E(G), and thus G contains either the cycle
C[x1; v′−]C[v′+; x−3 ]C[x
+
3 ; x
−
1 ]v
′x3Hx1;
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or the cycle
C[x1; v′] ;C[x−1 ; x
+
3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; v
′+]x3Hx1;
which contradicts the maximality of C.
Let b1; b2 be the :rst vertex and last one in S01 ; b3 be the :rst one in S3 adjacent
to x−1 , respectively. Then |C0[b2; v′]|¿ h as G contains the cycle C[x1; b2] ;C[x−1 ; x+3 ]
;C[x−3 ; v
′]x3Hx1, and |C0[x+3 ; b3]|¿ h by Lemma 4. But then we get n¿ 5h+ |N (x−1 )|+
8¿ 6− 2, a contradiction.
If N (x−1 ) ∩ S2 
= ∅, then N (x−1 ) ∩ S01 = ∅ by Lemma 5. Let b∈N (x−1 ) ∩ S2. Then
|C0[v′; v]| + |C0[x+2 ; b]|¿ h since G has the cycle C[x1; v′]C[x3; x−1 ]C[b; x−3 ]
C[v; x−2 ]x
+
2 x2Hx1. But then we get n¿ 6h+ 9¿ 6− 3, a contradiction.
Therefore, we have that N (x−1 )\{x1; x+1 } ⊆ S3. By the connectivity of G, we can
:nd some special edges by the following algorithm.
Algorithm
(1) v0 = x−1 ; k =1; and v1 = the :rst vertex in S3 adjacent to x
−
1 .
(2) Choose the :rst vertex vk+1 in C[x1; v−k ] adjacent to some vertex, say v
′
k , in
C0[vk ; vk−1].
(3), k = k + 1, and repeat step 2 until vk ∈C[x1; x3].
(4) Step.
We choose b′; b′′ in N (x−1 ) such that N (x
−
1 ) ∩ (C0[b′; v′1] ∪ C0[v′1; b′′])= ∅. By
Lemma 1, b′′v1 ∈E(G).
Subsequently, we de:ne two paths as follows.
If k ≡ 0 (mod 2), then
P =C[v1; b′] ;C[x−1 ; v
′
1]v2; (k =2)
P = vk−1C[v′k−2; vk−3]C[v
′
k−4; vk−5] : : : C[v
′
2; b
′] ;C[x−1 ; v
′
1] ;C[v2; v
′
3] : : :
;C[vk−2; v′k−1]vk (k ¿ 2)
If k ≡ 1 (mod 2), then
P = vk−1C[v′k−2; vk−3]C[v
′
k−4; vk−5] : : : C[v
′
1; x
−
1 ] ;C[b
′; v′2] ;C[v3; v
′
4] : : :
;C[vk−2; v′k−1]vk
For any integer k not less than 2, we de:ne that
Q= ;C[x−1 ; b
′′]C[v1; v′1]C[v2; v
′
2] : : : C[vk−1; v
′
k−1]vk
M1 =
k−1⋃
i=2
C0[vi; v′i] ∪ C0[b′; v′1]; M2 =
k−2⋃
i=1
C0[v′i+1; vi] ∪ C0[v′1; b′′]:
By the de:nition of P and Q, we can see that M1∩M2 = ∅ and N (x−1 )∩(M1∪M2)= ∅.
If vk ∈C0[x1; v], then |C0[x+1 ; vk ]|+|C0[x+3 ; vk−1]|+|M2|¿ h and |C0[vk ; v]|+|M1|¿ h
since G contains the cycles
x1x+1 x
−
1 QC[vk ; x
−
3 ]x
+
3 x3Hx1
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and
x3C[v; x−3 ]C[x
+
3 ; vk−1]P ;C[vk ; x1]Hx3:
If vk ∈C0[v; x2], then |C0[vk ; x−2 ]| + |C0[x+3 ; vk−1]| + |C0[v′; v]| + |M2|¿ h and
|C0[v; vk ]|+ |M1|¿ h since G has the cycles
x2x−2 C[x
+
2 ; x
−
3 ] ;C[v
′; x−1 ]Q ;C[vk ; v]x
+
3 x3Hx2
and
C[x3; vk−1]PC[vk ; x−3 ] ;C[v; x1]Hx3:
If vk ∈ S2, then |C0[x+2 ; vk ]| + |C0[x+3 ; vk−1]| + |M2|¿ h and |C0[vk ; x−3 ]| + |M1|¿ h
since G has the cycles
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; vk ]QC[x
−
1 ; x
−
2 ]x
+
2 x2Hx3
and
x3x−3 C[x
+
3 ; vk−1]P ;C[vk ; x1]Hx3:
If vk = x3 then |M1|¿ h since G contains the cycle x3HC[x1; x−3 ]C[x+3 ; vk−1]Px3.
In any case, we get n¿ 5h+ |N (x−1 )|+ 7¿ 6− 3; a contradiction.
If vk = v, then there is a claw centred at v, a contradiction.
Lemma 7. xi ∈B; i=1; 2; 3.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that x3 
∈ B. By Lemma 6, N (x3) ⊂ S2 ∪ S3.
We assume without loss of generality that N (x3) ∩ S02 
= ∅. Let u be the :rst vertex in
S02 adjacent to x3. Since ux
+
3 ∈E(G) we can verify that N (u+)∩ S1 = ∅ by the method
of Lemma 6.
If at least one of x1 or x2, say x2, is not in B, then N (x2) ∩ C0[u; x3]= ∅ since
otherwise, by Lemma 4, we get n¿ 6h+ 11¿ 6− 1, a contradiction. If ux2 ∈E(G),
by the maximality of C; x2u+; x2u− 
∈ E(G), and since G is claw-free, u+u− ∈E(G),
but then G contains the cycle
x2uC[x+3 ; x
−
2 ]C[x
+
2 ; u
−]C[u+; x3]Hx2
which is longer than C, a contradiction. By Lemma 6, N (x2)\A ⊆ C0[x1; u]. We just
consider here that N (x2) ∩ S01 
= ∅. Let v be the :rst vertex in S01 adjacent to x2. Since
vx+2 ∈E(G), it follows from the proof of Lemma 6 that NC(v+) ⊆ C0[x+1 ; u]: Take
the :rst vertex a and last one b in C0[x+1 ; u] adjacent to v
+, respectively, and :rst
one a′ and last one b′ in C[x2; x1] adjacent to u+, respectively. By the maximality of
C, we get that |C0[b; a′]|¿ h, |C0[b′; x−1 ]|¿ h and |C0[x+1 ; a]|¿ h, but then n¿ 4h+
|N (u+)|+ |N (v+)|+ 5¿ 6− 3, a contradiction. Hence it follows that x1; x2 ∈B.
Let w1; w2 be the :rst vertex and last one in C0[x+2 ; x
−
1 ] adjacent to u
+. By the
choice of C; |C0[x+2 ; w1]|¿ h and |C0[w2; x−1 ]|¿ h since G contains the cycles
x2x+2 u ;C[x
−
2 ; x
+
3 ] ;C[u; w1]C[u
+; x3]Hx2
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and
x1x−1 C[x
+
1 ; u]C[x
+
3 ; w2]C[u
+; x3]Hx1:
We now consider the vertex x+1 .
Let b be the last vertex in S1 adjacent to x+1 . If N (x1)∩C[x2; x−1 ] 
= ∅, by Lemma 4,
we have that |C0[b; x−2 ]|¿ h.
If there is a vertex a in C0[u+; w2] adjacent to x+1 , we choose the :rst vertex w
′
in C[a+; w2] adjacent to u+, and then we get that |C0[a; w′]|¿ h since G contains the
cycle
;C[x3; w′]C[u+; a]C[x+1 ; u]C[x
+
3 ; x1]Hx3 (w2 ∈C[u++; x3])
or the cycle
x3 ;C[u; x−1 ] ;C[a; x
+
3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; u
+]C[w′; x1]Hx3 (w2 ∈C[x+3 ; x1]; a∈C0[x3; w2]);
or the cycle
x3H ( ;C[x1; w′]\{x3})C[u+; a]C[x+1 ; u]x3 (w2 ∈C[x+3 ; x1]; a∈C0[u+; x3]):
If there is a vertex a in C[w+1 ; u] adjacent to x
+
1 ; we choose the last vertex w
′ in
C[w1; a−] adjacent to u+ and then we get that |C0[w′; a]|¿ h since G contains the
cycle ;C[x1; x+3 ] ;C[u; a]C[x
+
1 ; w
′]C[u+; x3]Hx1.
Both of these cases imply that n¿ 5h+ |N (u+)|+ 7¿ 6− 3; a contradiction.
If there is a vertex in C0[w2; x−1 ] adjacent to x
+
1 , we choose the :rst vertex a
in C0[w2; x−1 ] adjacent to x
+
1 . Then we get that |C0[w2; a]|¿ h since G contains the
cycle x3H ;C[x1; a]C[x+1 ; u] ;C[x
−
3 ; u
+]C[w2; x3], but then by Lemma 5, we get n¿
4h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |N (u+)|+ 3¿ 6− 5, a contradiction.
If x+1 w2 ∈E(G), then G[{w2; x+1 ; w−2 ; w+2 }] =K1;3 by the maximality of C, a
contradiction.
If there is a vertex in C0[x2; w1] adjacent to x+1 , we take the :rst vertex a in C
0[x2; w1]
adjacent to x+1 . By Lemma 4, we have that C
0[x+2 ; a]|¿ h; and so that n¿ 4h +
|N (x+1 )|+ |N (u+)|+ |{x2; x−2 ; x+2 ; x+1 ; u+}| − |N (x+1 )∩N (u+)|¿ 6− 4, a contradiction.
Therefore, it follows that N (x+1 )\{x1; x−1 } ⊆ S1. Substituting S3 for S1, and x−1 for
x+1 in Lemma 6, we can :nd P;Q and M1; M2 in S1. Two cases are considered here.
Case 1: w2 ∈C[x+3 ; x1].
If vk ∈C0[w2; x1], then |C0[w2; vk ]| + |M1|¿ h and |C0[vk ; x−1 ]| + |C0[vk−1; x−2 ]| +
|M2|¿ h since G contains the cycles C[x3; w2]C[u+; x−3 ] ;C[u; vk−1]PC[vk ; x1]Hx3 and
x1x−1 x
+
1 Q ;C[vk ; x
+
2 ]x
−
2 x2Hx1.
If vk ∈C0[x2; w1], then |C0[vk ; w1]| + |C0[vk−1; x−2 ]| + |M2|¿ h and |C0[x+2 ; vk ]| +
|M1|¿ h since G contains the cycles
x3Hx2x−2 C[x
+
2 ; vk ]Q ;C[x
+
1 ; x
+
3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; u
+]C[w1; u]x3
and
x1Hx2x+2 ;C[x
−
2 ; vk−1]PC[vk ; x1]:
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Both cases above imply that
n¿ 4h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |N (u+)|+ |{x2; x+2 ; x+1 ; u+}|¿ 6− 4;
a contradiction.
If vk ∈C0[x3; w2], then |C0[vk ; w2]| + |C0[vk−1; x−2 ]| + |M2|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; vk ]| +
|M1|¿ h since G contains the cycles x2HC[x3; vk ]Q ;C[x+1 ; w2]C[u+; x−3 ] ;C[u; x+2 ]x−2 x2
and x3H ;C[x1; vk ]PC[vk−1; x−3 ]x
+
3 x3.
If vk ∈C0[u; x3], then |C0[vk ; x−3 ]|+|C0[vk−1; x−2 ]|+|M2|¿ h and |C0[u; vk ]|+|M1|¿ h
since G contains the cycles
x3Hx2x−2 C[x
+
2 ; vk ]Q ;C[x
+
1 ; x
+
3 ]x
−
3 x3
and
x3H ;C[x1; x+3 ] ;C[u; vk−1]PC[vk ; x3]:
If vk ∈C0[w1; u], then |C0[vk ; u]|+|C0[vk−1; x−2 ]|+|M2|¿ h and |C0[w1; vk ]|+|M1|¿ h
since G contains the cycles
x3Hx2x−2 C[x
+
2 ; vk ]Q ;C[x
+
1 ; x
+
3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; u]x3
and
x3H ;C[x1; x+3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; u
+] ;C[w1; vk−1]PC[vk ; u]x3:
These three cases above imply that
n¿ 5h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |{x2; x+2 ; x+1 ; x−3 ; x3; x+3 }|¿ 6− 4;
a contradiction.
If vk ∈{w1; u; w2} then v+k v−k ∈E(G) since G is claw-free, and thus |M1|¿ h since
G contains the cycle
;C[x3; u+]vkPC[vk−1; u]C[x+3 ; v
−
k ]C[v
+
k ; x1]Hx3 (vk =w2);
or the cycle
;C[x3; u+]vkPC[vk−1; v−k ]C[v
+
k ; u]C[x
+
3 ; x1]Hx3 (vk =w1);
or the cycle
x3H ;C[x1; x+3 ] ;C[x
−
3 ; u
+]C[u−; vk−1]Pvkx3 (vk = u):
On the other hand, we get
n¿ 4h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |N (u+)|+ |{u+; x+1 ; x2; x+2 }|¿ 6− 4;
a contradiction.
Case 2: w2 ∈C[u++; x3].
If vk ∈ S3, then |C0[vk ; x−1 ]| + |C0[vk−1; x−2 ]| + |M2|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; vk ]| + |M1|¿ h
since G contains the cycles x1x−1 x
+
1 Q ;C[vk ; x
+
2 ]x
−
2 x2Hx1 and x3x
+
3
;C[x−3 ; vk−1]PC[vk ; x1]
Hx3. On the other hand, we get
n¿ 4h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |N (u+)|+ |{x1; u+; x+1 ; x+2 ; vk}|¿ 6− 3;
a contradiction.
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If vk ∈C0[u; x3], then |C0[vk ; x3]|+|C0[vk−1; x−2 ]|+|M2|¿ h and |C0[u; vk ]|+|M1|¿ h
since G contains the cycles
x3x−3 C[x
+
3 ; x
+
1 ]Q ;C[vk ; x
+
1 ]x
−
1 x1Hx3
and
x3H ;C[x1; x+3 ] ;C[u; vk−1]PC[vk ; x3]:
On the other hand, we get
n¿ 5h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |{x2; x+2 ; x3; x+3 ; x−3 ; x+1 }|¿ 6− 4;
a contradiction.
If vk ∈C[x+2 ; u], we can get a contradiction by the same method of showing
Case 1.
Lemma 8. N (x−i ) ∩ Si+1 = ∅; symmetrically; N (x+i ) ∩ Si+1 = ∅ for i=1; 2; 3.
Proof. Assume that N (x−1 )∩ S2 
= ∅. Then N (x−1 )∩ S01 = ∅ by Lemma 5. Let a1; a2 be
the :rst vertex and last one in S2, and a3 :rst one in S3 adjacent to x−1 , respectively.
By Lemma 4, |C0[a2; x−3 ]|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; a3]|¿ h.
We now consider the vertex x−3 .
Let v1 be the :rst vertex in S2 adjacent to x−3 . If v1 ∈C0[x2; a2], we choose the :rst
vertex a′2 in C[v
+
1 ; a2] adjacent to x
−
1 , and then |C0[v1; a′2]|¿ h since G has the cycle
C[x1; v1] ;C[x−3 ; a
′
2]C[x
−
1 ; x3]Hx1, but then n¿ 5h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |{x2; x−2 ; x3; x+3 ; x−3 ; x−1 }|¿
6− 4, a contradiction. Hence v1 ∈C[a2; x−−3 ].
If v1 = a2, then x−1 a
−
2 ∈E(G) since the edges x−1 x−3 and x−3 a−2 are forbidden. Put
u=
{
a2; v1 
= a2;
a−2 ; v1 = a2:
If N (x−3 ) ∩ S1 
= ∅ then N (x−3 ) ∩ S03 = ∅ by Lemma 5. Let v2; v3 be the :rst vertex
and last one in S1 adjacent to x−3 , respectively. By Lemmas 7 and 1, v1v2 and x
–
1 u
are all edges of G. Then |C0[x+1 ; v2]| + |C0[x+2 ; a1] + |C0[u; v1]|¿ h since G contains
the cycle x2x+2 ;C[x
−
2 ; v2]C[v1; x
–
1 ] ;C[u; a1]x
−
1 x
+
1 x1Hx2, and |C0[v3; x−2 ]|¿ h by Lemma 4.
But then we get
n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x−3 )|+ |{x2; x−2 ; x−3 ; x−1 }| − |N (x−1 ) ∩ N (x−3 )|¿ 6− 5;
a contradiction.
If N (x−3 ) ∩ S03 
= ∅ then N (x−3 ) ∩ S1 = ∅ by Lemma 5. Let v2; v3 be the :rst vertex
and last one in S03 adjacent to x
−
3 , respectively.
When v3 ∈C0[a3; x1], let a′3 be the last vertex in C[a3; v−3 ] adjacent to x−1 , and v′3 be
the :rst one in C[a′+3 ; v3] adjacent to x
−
3 , then we have that |C0[a′3; v′3]|¿ h since G
contains the cycle C[x1; x−3 ]C[v
′
3; x
−
1 ] ;C[a
′
3; x3]Hx1, but then we get n¿ 5h+ |N (x−1 )|+
6¿ 6− 4; a contradiction. Now we have that v3 ∈C[x++3 ; a3].
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If v3 = a3 then x−1 a
+
3 ∈E(G) since the edges x−1 x−3 and a+3 x−3 are all forbidden. Put
v=
{
a3; v3 
= a3;
a+3 ; v3 = a3:
By Lemmas 7 and 1, we have that |C0[v3; v]| + |C0[x+2 ; a1]|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; v2]| +
|C0[u; v1]|¿ h since G contains the cycles
C[x3; v3] ;C[x−3 ; a1]C[v; x
−
2 ]x
+
2 x2Hx3
and
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; v1]C[v2; x
−
1 ] ;C[u; x1]Hx3:
But then we get
n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x−3 )|+ |{x2; x−2 ; x−3 ; x−1 }| − 1¿ 6− 6;
a contradiction.
So far, we have shown that N (x−3 )\{x3; x+3 } ⊆ C[a2; x−−3 ].
Substituting S3 for C[a2; x−3 ], and x
−
1 for x
−
3 in Lemma 6, we can :nd P;Q and
M1; M2 in C[a2; x−3 ]:
If vk ∈C0[x2; a2], we choose the :rst vertex b in C[v+k ; a2] adjacent to x−1 , and then
|C0[vk ; b]|+ |M1|¿ h since G contains the cycle C[x1; vk ]P ;C[vk−1; b] ;C[x−1 ; x3]Hx1.
If vk ∈ S1, then |C0[vk ; x−2 ]|+|M1|¿ h and |C0[x+1 ; vk ]|+|C0[x+2 ; a1]|+|C0[a2; vk−1]|+
|M2|¿ h since G contains the cycle
x2x−2 C[x
+
2 ; vk−1]P ;C[vk ; x3]Hx2
and
x2x+2 ;C[x
−
2 ; vk ]QC[x
−
3 ; x
−−
1 ] ;C[a2; a1]x
−
1 x
+
1 x1Hx2:
If vk ∈ S3, we choose the :rst vertex b in C0[vk ; x−1 ] adjacent to x−1 (when vk = x–1 ,
we choose x−1 as b), and then |C0[vk ; b]| + |C0[x+2 ; a1]| + |M1|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; vk ]| +
|C0[a2; vk−1]|+ |M2|¿ h since G contains the cycles
x2x+2 ;C[x
−
2 ; b]C[a1; vk−1]PC[vk ; x3]Hx2
and
C[x1; a2] ;C[x−1 ; vk ]Qx
−
3 x
+
3 x3Hx1:
But then we get in each case that n¿ 4h + |N (x−1 )| + |N (x−3 )| + 3¿ 6 − 5; a
contradiction.
Lemma 9. NS0i (x
−
i )= ∅; symmetrically; NS0i−1 (x
+
i )= ∅ for i=1; 2; 3:
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that NS01 (x
−
1 ) 
= ∅: Let a1; a2 be the :rst vertex
and last one in S01 , and a3 :rst one in S3 adjacent to x
−
1 ; respectively. Then by Lemma 4,
we have that |C0[a2; x−2 ]|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; a3]|¿ h.
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We now consider the vertex x+2 :
If there is a vertex b in C0[x1; a2] adjacent to x+2 , then |C0[b; a2]|¿ h since G
contains the cycle ;C[x2; a2] ;C[x−1 ; x
+
2 ] ;C[b; x1]Hx2. By Lemma 4, |C0[x+1 ; b]|¿ h: Then
we get n¿ 6h+ 12¿ 6, a contradiction.
If N (x+2 ) ∩ C0[a2; x−2 ] 
= ∅, we choose the :rst vertex b in C0[a2; x−2 ], and last one
v1 in S2 adjacent to x+2 , respectively. Then |C0[a2; b]|¿ h since G contains the cycle
;C[x2; b] ;C[x+2 ; x
−
1 ] ;C[a2; x1]Hx2, and by Lemma 4, |C0[v1; x−3 ]|¿ h. But then we get
n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x+2 )|+ |{x3; x−3 ; x+3 ; x−1 ; x+2 }| − 1¿ 6− 4;
a contradiction.
If x+2 a2 ∈E(G), by the maximality of C, the edges x−1 a−2 and x+2 a−2 are all forbid-
den, and so is the edge x−1 x
+
2 by Lemma 8, and then there is a claw centred at a2,
a contradiction. The arguments above, together with Lemma 8, ensure that N (x+2 )\
{x2; x−2 } ⊆ S2.
Substituting S3 for S2, and x−1 for x
+
2 in Lemma 6, we can get P;Q and M1; M2
in S2:
If vk ∈C0[a3; x−1 ], we choose the last b in C0[a3; v−k ] adjacent to x−1 . Then |C0[b; vk ]|+
|C0[vk−1; x−3 ]|+ |M2|¿ h since G contains the cycle
C[x1; x+2 ]QC[vk ; x
−
1 ] ;C[b; x
+
3 ]x
−
3 x3Hx1:
If vk ∈C0[x1; a2], we choose the last vertex b in C0[x1; vk ] adjacent to x−1 . Then
|C0[b; vk ]|+ |M1|¿ h since G contains the cycle ;C[x2; vk ]PC[vk−1; x−1 ] ;C[b; x1]Hx2:
If vk ∈C0[a2; x2], then |C0[a2; vk ]| + |M1|¿ h and |C0[vk ; x−2 ]| + |C0[vk−1; x−3 ]| +
|M2|¿ h since G contains the cycles
;C[x2; vk ]PC[vk−1; x−1 ] ;C[a2; x1]Hx2
and
x2x−2 x
+
2 Q ;C[vk ; x
+
3 ]x
−
3 x3Hx2:
If vk ∈C0[x3; a3]; then by Lemmas 7 and 1, we have that |C0[vk ; a3]|+ |C0[x+1 ; a1]|+
|C0[vk−1; x−3 ]|+ |M2|¿ h, and |C0[x+3 ; vk ]|+ |M1|¿ h since G contains the cycles
x1x+1 ;C[x
−
1 ; a3]C[a1; x
+
2 ]Q ;C[vk ; x
+
3 ]x
−
3 x3Hx1
and
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; vk−1]PC[vk ; x2]Hx3:
But then we get in all cases that
n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x+2 )|+ 3¿ 6− 5;
a contradiction.
If vk ∈{a2; a3}, then there is a claw centred at vk , a contradiction.
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3. Proof of Theorem 8
By Lemmas 8 and 9, and since G is 3-connected, there is a vertex y1 in S01 which
is joined to some vertex y2 in S02 ∪ S03 by a path P′ internally disjoint from C ∪ H .
Assume that y2 ∈ S03 . We consider three cases.
Case 1: N (x−1 ) ∩ C0[x3; y2] 
= ∅ and N (x−2 ) ∩ C0[x1; y1] 
= ∅:
Take the :rst vertex b1, last one b2 in C0[x3; y2] and :rst one b3 in C0[y2; x1]
adjacent to x−1 , respectively; and :rst one a1, last one a2 in C
0[x1; y1] and :rst one
a3 in C0[y1; x2] adjacent to x−2 , respectively. Then by Lemmas 7 and 1, we have that
|C0[b2; y2]|+|C0[a2; y1]|¿ h and |C0[y1; a3]|+|C0[y2; b3]|+|C0[x+1 ; a1]|+|C0[x+3 ; b1]|¿
h since G contains the cycles
C[x2; b2] ;C[x−1 ; y2]P
′C[y1; x−2 ] ;C[a2; x1]Hx2
and
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; a3]C[a1; y1]P
′ ;C[y2; b1]C[b3; x−1 ]x
+
1 x1Hx3:
But then we get n¿ 4h+|N (x−1 )|+|N (x−2 )|+|{x3; x−3 ; x−1 ; x−2 }|¿ 6−4, a contradiction.
Case 2: N (x−1 ) ∩ C0[x3; y2]= ∅ and N (x−2 ) ∩ C0[x1; y1] 
= ∅:
Take the :rst vertex a, last one a′ in C0[x1; y1], and :rst one a′′ in C0[y1; x2]
adjacent to x−2 , respectively, and :rst one b in S3 adjacent to x
−
1 . Then by Lemmas 7
and 1, the cycle x1x+1 ;C[x
−
1 ; y2] ;C[y1; a]C[a
′′; x−3 ]x
+
3 x3Hx1 ensures that |C0[x+3 ; y2]| +
|C0[x+1 ; a]|+ |C0[y1; a′′]|¿ h.
Substituting S3 for C[y2; x−1 ] in Lemma 6, we can :nd P;Q and M1; M2 in C[y2; x
−
1 ]:
If vk ∈C0[x3; y2]; then by Lemmas 7 and 1, we have that |C0[a′; y1]|+ |C0[vk ; y2]|+
|M1|¿ h and |C0[y1; a′′]|+ |C0[x+1 ; a]|+ |C0[x+3 ; vk ]|+ |C0[y2; vk−1]|+ |M2|¿ h since
G contains the cycles
x1HC[x2; vk ]P ;C[vk−1; y2]C[y1; x−2 ] ;C[a
′; x1]
and
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; a
′′]C[a; y1] ;C[y2; vk ]Qx−1 x
+
1 x1Hx3:
But then n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x−2 )|+ |{x3; x−3 ; x+3 ; x−1 ; x−2 }|¿ 6− 3, a contraction.
If vk ∈ S02 , then N (x+2 ) ∩ C0[vk ; x3] 
= ∅ or N (x−3 ) ∩ C0[x2; vk ] 
= ∅ since otherwise
we will get n¿ 4 + 2h − 2¿ 6 − 6, a contradiction. We just consider the case
N (x+2 ) ∩ C0[vk ; x3] 
= ∅:
Let d′ be the :rst vertex in C0[x2; vk ], and d the last one in C0[vk ; x3] adjacent to
x+2 , respectively (when vk = x
++
2 ; d
′= x+2 ). Then the cycle x3x
−
3 C[x
+
3 ; vk−1]PC[vk ; d]
;C[d′; x1]Hx3 ensures that |C0[d′; vk ]|+|C0[d; x−3 ]|+|M1|¿ h, but then we get n¿ 3h+
|N (x−1 )|+ |N (x−2 )|+ |N (x+2 )|+ 1¿ 6− 5, a contradiction.
If vk ∈C0[a; x−2 ], we take the last vertex b′ in C[a; v−k ], and :rst one b′′ in C0[vk ; x2]
adjacent to x−2 , respectively (when vk = x
−−
2 , we take x
−
2 as b
′′). Then by Lem-
mas 7 and 1, we have that |C0[b′; vk ]| + |M1|¿ h and |C0[x+3 ; vk−1]| + |C0[x+1 ; a]| +
|C0[vk ; b′′]| + |M2|¿ h since G has the cycles C[x1; b′] ;C[x−2 ; vk ]PC[vk−1; x2]Hx1 and
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x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; b
′′]C[a; vk ]Qx−1 x
+
1 x1Hx3; but then we get n¿ 4h + |N (x−1 )| + |N (x−2 )| +
5¿ 6− 3, a contradiction.
If vk ∈C0[x1; a], then by Lemmas 7 and 1, the cycles
x3x+3 ;C[x
−
3 ; a
′′]C[a; y1]C[y2; vk−1]P ;C[vk ; x1]Hx3
and
x1x+1 x
−
1 QC[vk ; a
′] ;C[x−2 ; y1] ;C[y2; x2]Hx1;
ensure that
|C0[x−3 ; y2]|+ |C0[y1; a′′]|+ C0[vk ; a]|+ |M1|¿ h
and
|C0[y2; vk−1]|+ |C0[a′; y1]|+ |C0[x1; vk ]|+ |M2|¿ h:
But then we get n¿ 4h+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x−2 )|+ 4¿ 6− 4, a contradiction.
If vk = a then G[{a; a−; v′k−1; x−2 }] =K1;3, a contradiction.
Case 3: N (x−1 ) ∩ C0[x3; y2]= ∅ and N (x−2 ) ∩ C0[x1; y1]= ∅:
By the discussion of Cases 1 and 2, we can see that N (x+1 ) ∩ C0[y1; x−2 ]= ∅ and
N (x+3 ) ∩ C0[y2; x−1 ]= ∅ only if we change the orientation of C. Hence we get
n¿ 2h+ |N (x+1 )|+ |N (x−2 )|+ |N (x−1 )|+ |N (x+3 )| − 1¿ 6− 5;
our :nal contradiction.
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